Year 10 Maths Intermediate
Knowledge Booklet
Term 2
Name:
Order Unit

Class:
Links

Pre-requisite skills

1

Integers, powers & roots

2

Lines, angles & shape

3

Simplifying & substituting Unit 1

Using powers, listing factors, understanding product / sum.

4

Area and perimeter

Unit 2

Forming expressions for area/perimeter algebraically through
use of brackets, correct notation and simplifying expressions.

5

Calculations & Accuracy

Unit 1

Understanding numbers.

6

FDP

Unit 1

Using powers, understanding lowest common multiples.

7

Sequences, functions and
Unit 3/5
graphs

Substituting into a function applying BIDMAS to calculate
coordinates, factorising for roots of quadratics, understanding
powers and all 4 operations with negatives.

8

Ratio & Proportion

Unit 1/7

Decimals/powers as multipliers, calculating/understanding
fractions as parts.

9

Transformations

Unit 2/8

Identifying 90/180/270 degrees, plotting mirror lines of basic
functions.

10

Pythagoras and
Trigonometry

Unit 1/2/3/4/5

11

Forming and solving

Unit 3/4

12

Measures

Unit 1/7

13

Volume and Surface area Unit 4/5/13

14

Probability

Unit 1/7

15

Inequalities

Unit 12/8/5/7

16

Statistics

Unit 1/6/9/16

Powers/surds, types of triangles, use in area/perimeter problems
to find required lengths, rounding answers.
Properties of 2d shapes, angle facts including polygons & parallel
lines, algebraic notation and simplifying, forming expressions.
Calculating, multiplying decimals and powers of 10 for metric
conversions.
Area of 2d shapes, rounding/calculating with bounds, conversion
of units (length/area/volume), calculating missing sides using
pythagoras/ trigonometry.

Year 10 Intermediate Term 2

Homework 1 Due
Homework 2 Due
Homework 3 Due

Types of numbers, calculating with fractions & decimals.
Solving equations, rounding, plotting graphs for regions,
calculating with fractions.
Using a protractor for pie charts, proportion to calculate angles
for a pie chart, use of inequality symbols for recording data.

Year 10 - Term 2: Intermediate
Overview

Learning Objective

Topic: Area and Perimeter

- Solve problems involving area
and perimeter.

Big Questions
- Show me a sector with a bigger area
than a circle.

- Calculate the
length of an arc
and the area of a
sector.

- A square has an area of 100m, what is
the perimeter of this square?
- A farmer has 1000m of fencing. What
is the largest area he can enclose with
Topic: Calculations and
Accuracy
Big Questions
- What’s the difference between
bounds and rounding?

Introduction to upper and lower
bounds.
- Use inequality notation to
specify error intervals due to
rounding.

- Show me an example of a division
calculation using decimals that approximates to 60
- what do you understand from the
terms: over estimate and underestiTopic: Fractions, decimals and percentages

Big Questions
- The original price of a top was reduced by 20% in a sale to give £40. Explain why the original price was not
£48.

- Convert between
improper & mixed fractions.

-Calculate with
mixed numbers.

- Multiply and divide
tions.

- Compare fractions, decimals and
percentages.
-Calculate
percentage
-Express one quantichange.
ty of another as a
percentage. (Non- -Work out reCalc).
verse percentage
- Find percentage
problems.
multipliers.

- Multiply and divide
mals.

fracdeci-

- Find a fraction of an amount.

- What is the difference between simple and compound interest?

- Express one quantity of another as a percentage. (With Calculator).

-Dividing by a decimal gives you a
smaller answer—true/smaller/never.

-Find a percentage of an
amount (Non – calculator).
-Increase/decrease an amount
by a given
percent. (Noncalc)
- Compare & order
tions.

frac-

-Add & subtract fractions.

-Find a percentage
of an amount using
multipliers (Calc)
- Increase/
decrease a quantity by a given percentage using
multipliers. (Calc)
-Calculate simple

- Calculate
compound
interest/ depreciation

Arc length + 2r

Perimeter of an a sector is:

AREA & PERIMETER KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER

HALFWAY VALUES—THE DECISION

UPPER AND LOWER BOUNDS

FRACTIONS, DECIMALS AND PERCENTAGES KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER

